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“At Good Directions we
believe excellent quality

and service should be 
a given. We think you

deserve more.”

Good Reasons to Choose Good Directions
• Our variety of fresh, unique, and classic designs from our growing roster of artisans.
• Heavy-gauge, high quality products that last for generations.
• Onsite quality control of manufacturing by our owner, a former tool and die maker.
• Knowledgeable, responsive, warm people on the phone.
• Advice on selecting the right products that will sell in your venue.
• Proven merchandising techniques that showcase the products in their best light.
• Installation  instructions, videos, and personal assistance for retailers.
• Our promise that if anything is not right, we will make it right.

Scan to watch video
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OVERSIZED EAGLE FIRE BOWL
The eagle, stars and stripes design in 

our oversized Fire Bowl stands out 

dramatically when backlit by flames. 

Handcrafted of the finest materials 

with exacting workmanship to 

withstand the elements.  

MULTI-PURPOSE TRAY
These multi-purpose trays are as 

versatile as they are attractive! Your 

customers will use them for shoes in 

the entryway to keep floors clean; as 

an attractive home for potted plants 

or as a roomy serving tray.

New Products

WHITE TAIL BUCK WEATHERVANE
Majestic and alert, this sculptural 

design captures the moment you 

spot a beautiful buck in the wild.

Weathervanes are forged by artisans 

in copper and brass.

MARLIN WEATHERVANE
Captured in life-like swimming 

motion, this marlin is the catch any 

sport fisherman would be proud to 

claim. Spins with a whimsical, life-

like motion.



OUR WEATHERVANES COME IN 3 SIZES

ESTATE - ideal for your larger 

home, garage, cupola, or barn.

Dimensions: 41”L x 32”H x 34”W

STANDARD SIZE - ideal for your 

home, garage, cupola, barn or gazebo.

Dimensions: 23”L x 20”H x 23”W

COTTAGE SIZE - ideal for smaller 

structures, sheds and gazebos

Dimensions: 21”L x 19”H x 16”W

Polished Copper

Copper will age naturally in the weather; first to a dark penny shade, then to 

the familiar matte green patina in 10 – 20 years.  To preserve the shine of the 

original polished copper, apply Incalac Lacquer Spray (see page 15).

Blue Verde Copper

A Good Directions exclusive!  This custom finish is a patina achieved through 

an accelerated oxidation process and then hand-waxed to protect the finish.

Materials and Finish

Good Directions Weathervanes 

are forged in copper and brass.  

The assembly rods are made of 

weather-resistant, black powder-

coated steel.

The Perfect Finishing Touch

Add a unique, personal touch to your home with an eye-catching copper weathervane.  

Good Directions weathervanes are heirloom quality and constructed to be a joy for generations.

Good Directions weathervanes are beautiful, functional and express the pride you have in  

your home. They are easy to install with both video and print instructions.
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Top threaded rod and 

bottom rod with brass ring

Copper Figure

Solid Brass

Directionals

Copper Globes

The diagram illustrates the component parts of a weathervane. Full 

assembly instructions are included with each weathervane, and step-

by-step installation videos are available on our website.   

Roof mounts for Standard and Estate Weathervanes are sold 

separately and need to be selected based on the desired placement 

and roof structure. Although weathervanes are traditionally 

mounted to rooftops, we offer other ways to display a weathervane 

indoors and outdoors, including: 

•

 Cupolas  

•

 Garden poles

•

 Eave mounts  

•

 Indoor floor or mantel display bases

Cottage and Garden Weathervanes include:

Copper figure, solid brass directionals, copper globes and  

a single 15” rod.

A roof mount is included with Cottage Weathervanes.

A garden pole is included with the Garden Weathervane.

Assembly and Mounting

As the sole licensee of the prestigious  

Smithsonian Collection of weathervanes, 

finials and cupolas, only Good Directions 

can offer you and your customers 

exquisite designs inspired by one of the 

jewels of American Architecture.
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Our Single Point ContactSM design allows our
weathervanes to spin easily in the wind.

Brass
Weathervane Tube

Exclusive
Single Point ContactSM

Weathervane
Support Rod
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soaring hawk© - 9699p
30”l x 11”h x 40” wingspan

3 geese in flight - 657p
28”l x 14”h x 20” wingspan

blue heron© - 9606v1
26”l x 20”h x 28” wingspan

smithsonian eagle© - 955p
23”l x 20”h x 23” wingspan

attack eagle© - 659p
17”l x 20”h x 26” wingspan

955v1

9606p

w
eath

ervan
es

american eagle© - 1776p
21”l x 19”h x 16” wingspan

american bald 
eagle© - 1969p
26”l x 25”h x 2”w

freedom eagle© - 1970p
26”l x 23”h x 21” wingspan

graceful blue
heron© - 1971p
21”l x 18”h x 2”w 

WEATHERVANES
standard size
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Measurements are for weathervane figure only. All weathervanes include assembly rod, directionals and copper globes.

smithsonian rooster© - 953p
27”l x 22”h x 3”w 

crowing rooster - 637p
25”l x 21”h x 2”w

w
ea
th
er
va
n
es

25” rooster - 501v1
25”l x 22”h x 4”w

501p

27” rooster - 515p
27”l x 28”h x 4”w

515v1

953v1

proud rooster - 1973p
26”l x 22”h x 2”w

WEATHERVANES
standard size

pelican© - 9509v1
26”l x 26”h x 26” wingspan

landing duck© - 9605p
19”l x 17”h x 27” wingspan

9605v1

flying duck© - 9613p
22”l x 20”h x 27” wingspan

feathered goose© - 9663p
20”l x 23”h x 29” wingspan
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WEATHERVANES
standard size

smithsonian horse© - 952p
32”l x 18”h x 3”w

patchen horse© w/
arrow - 623pa
38”l x 15”h x 1”w

horse - 580v1
33”l x 18”h x 4”w

580p

w
eath

ervan
es

800-852-3002 • GoodDirections.com

horse w/ arrow - 580pa
45”l x 18”h x 4”w

patchen horse© - 623p
27”l x 15”h x 1”w

country doctor 
w/ arrow - 548pa

38”l x 20”h x 5”w

country doctor - 548p
27”l x 20”h x 5”w

jumping horse and
rider - 1912p
33”l x 18”h x 2”w

580v1a

623v1a

trotting horse© - 967p
33”l x 15”h x 2”w
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fox - 655p
33”l x 19”h x 2”w

moose© - 9557p
24”l x 22”h x 3”w

standing deer w/ 
arrow - 638pa
35”l x 29”h x 5”w

bear© w/ arrow - 695pa
38”l x 15”h x 3”w

dairy cow - 552v1
23”l x 15”h x 1”w

w
ea
th
er
va
n
es

Measurements are for weathervane figure only. All weathervanes include assembly rod, directionals and copper globes.

standing deer - 638p
22”l x 29”h x 5”w

bear© - 695p
25”l x 15”h x 3”w

moose©w/ arrow - 9557pa
37”l x 22”h x 3”w

WEATHERVANES
standard size

white tail buck© - 968p
33”l x 23”h x 4”w
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WEATHERVANES
standard size

w
eath

ervan
es

smithsonian arrow© - 954p
34”l x 24”h x 2”w

victorian arrow© - 9642p
32”l x 24”h x 5”w

arrow - 611sp
23”l x 15”h x 2”w

american flag© - 667p
31”l x 15”h x 2”w

banner© - 9628p
25”l x 24”h x 2”w

stained glass moon©

678p
33”l x 21”h x 2”w

flying pig© - 9612p
24”l x 19”h x 12” wingspan

country pig - 9550p
29”l x 15”h x 3”w

hummingbird 
with flowers© - 913p
figure: 15”l x 15”h x 20”w

directionals: 19”l x 8”h x 21”w

9642v1



28” whale© - 9660p
28”l x 15”h x 4”w

dolphin© - 9507v1
27”l x 16”h x 6”w

bass with lure© - 9602p
36”l x 15”h x 3”w
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racing sloop© - 909p
24”l x 27”h x 5”w

mermaid with
starfish© - 966p
31”l x 11”h x 7”w

WEATHERVANES
standard size

w
ea
th
er
va
n
es

shark© - 965v1
30”l x 14”h x 6”w

37” whale - 505v1
37”l x 16”h x 4”w

marlin -969p
28”l x 14”h x 6”w

Measurements are for weathervane figure only. All weathervanes include assembly rod, directionals and copper globes.

966gl

965p

mermaid© - 649p
28”l x 14”h x 2”w

966v1
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WEATHERVANES
standard size

lighthouse© - 624p
27”l x 16”h x 6”w

w
eath

ervan
es

large sailboat© - 9907p
28”l x 40”h x 4”w

schooner© - 9601p
25”l x 21”h x 4”w

yawl© - 9907sv1
22”l x 27”h x 4”w

golfer - 561p
27”l x 30”h x 2”w

wine bottle & glasses© - 917p
figure: 15”l x 15”h x 4”w

directionals: 18”l x 10”h x 18”w

pineapple© - 9635p
27”l x 25”h x 2”w

biplane© - 9521p
22”l x 9”h x 22” wingspan

motorcycle© - 669p
22”l x 13”h x 5”w
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WEATHERVANES
standard size

w
ea
th
er
va
n
es

Measurements are for weathervane figure only. All weathervanes include assembly rod, directionals and copper globes.

angel© - 630p
27”l x 17”h x 4”w

pine trees - 625v1
32”l x 19”h x 2”w

vintage shotgun© - 693p
44”l x 12”h x 2”w

labrador retriever - 560p
22”l x 19”h x 2”w

labrador retriever 
w/ arrow - 560pa

33”l x 19”h x 2”w

dragon© - 9672v1
30”l x 18”h x 19” wingspan

golden retriever - 644p
24”l x 20”h x 2”w

golden retriever 
w/ arrow - 644pa

37”l x 20”h x 2”w

rifle with scope© - 959p
45”l x 13”h x 2”w
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w
eath

ervan
es

blue heron© - 654p
34”l x 30”h x 34” wingspan

3 geese in flight - 524p
42”l x 21”h x 30” wingspan

eagle© - 956p
41”l x 32”h x 34” wingspan

WEATHERVANES
estate size

barn rooster - 616p
38”l x 38”h x 4”w

horse© - 958p
48”l x 24”h x 3”w

barn rooster - 616v1
38”l x 38”h x 4”w

958v1
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12” steel eave mount
585h

12”l x 6”h

5” steel mount
585s

5”l x 6”h

estate size steel 
roof mount - 401lg

14”l x 19”h x 5”w

4-sided roof 
mount - 404
8”l x 10”h x 7.5”w

standard size adjustable 
roof mount - 401al

12”l x 7”h x 4”w

5” stainless steel 
mount - 585st

5”l x 6”h

ridge vent adjustable
roof mount - 401alr
adds 6” in height to 401al

Screws are included with all 
mounting hardware.

WEATHERVANES
accessories

figure only mount
recommended for store displays

587-2, 587l-2,
587-4, 587l-4,

cast iron base
582

12”l x 18”h

11” extension rod
steel 301-11
brass 301-11br

incralac lacquer
spray© - 150n

13 oz.
Protects and maintains polished

finish of copper and brass

standard size 
garden pole - 403r

53”h x 11”w

4-sided finial 
roof mount - 405
7”l x 6.5”h x 8”winstalled eave mount

w
ea
th
er
va
n
es

Measurements are for weathervane figure only. All weathervanes include assembly rod, directionals and copper globes.
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americana mantel base
402

fits 11/32” rod
24”l x 4”w

  
   
  

americana mantel base
402lg

fits 1/2” rod
24”l x 4”w

WEATHERVANES
accessories

w
eath

ervan
es

Weathervanes are trending
as home decor. Mantel

Bases allow both you and
your customers to display
a weathervane indoors.



eagle©
8815p

12”l x 19”h x 16” wingspan
arrow 21” long

blue heron©

8805v1
17.5”l x 12”h x 17” wingspan

flying duck©

8844p
12”l x 12”h x 14” wingspan

landing duck
804p

12”l x 10”h x 16” wingspan

17 Measurements are for weathervane figure only. All weathervanes include assembly rod, directionals and copper globes.

WEATHERVANES
cottage /garden size

whimsical pig©

8800p
12”l x 8”h

arrow 21” long

flying pig©

8840p
12”l x 8”h x 4”w
arrow 21” long

rabbit©
809v1

11.5”l x 8”h
arrow 21” long

rooster©

802p
10”l x 11”h

arrow 21” long

8805p

802v1

hummingbird©

8807p
14.5”l x 15.5”h x 8” wingspan

w
ea
th
er
va
n
es
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WEATHERVANES
cottage /garden size

biplane©
8812p

13”l x 5”h x 13” wingspan 

motorcycle©
8846p

14”l x 9”h 2”w 

sailboat©
8803p

10”l x 10.5”h x 3”w
arrow 21” long

americana flag©

836
24”l x 16”h painted aluminum

victorian arrow©

8842p
21”l x 17”h x 6”w

Available in 
Retail Packaging.

8803v1

Comes complete with choice of
Roof Mount (R) or Garden Pole (G).

w
eath

ervan
es

horse©
801p

15”l x 10”h
arrow 21” long

labrador retriever©
810v1
13”l x 9”h

arrow 21” long

bass with lure©
8847p

17”l x 9.5”h

801v1
810p
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witch©

8849p
16”l x 14”h x 3”w

angel©
819p

14”l x 18”h
arrow 21” long

Measurements are for weathervane figure only. All weathervanes include assembly rod, directionals and copper globes.

WEATHERVANES
cottage /garden size

wine bottle w/glasses©
8843p

9”l x 9”h x 3”w
directionals: 11”l x 6.5”h x 11”w

golfer©

816p
5”l x 13”h

arrow 21” long

martini w/glasses©
8861p

10.5”h x 13.5”w
directionals: 11”l x 6.5”h x 11”w

deck bracket
210

3”l x 4”h x 3”w
2” opening

garden size 
garden pole - 403c

53”h x 5”w

garden sizeadjustable
roof mount- 401alcc

9”l x 6”h x 2.5”w

w
ea
th
er
va
n
es

Comes complete with 
choice of Roof Mount (R) 

or Garden Pole (G).

Available in 
Retail Packaging.
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Floor stand dimensions 12”L x 18”H.

View our weathervane videos at GoodDirections.com

When you purchase 8 standard weathervanes
Ask about all our weathervane display options.
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Ask How You Can Get 
This Display For Free

Display Dimensions
26”W x 20”D x 80”H

Holds 17 Garden
Weathervanes



Finials add a graceful finishing touch to any rooftop,
turret or cupola and keep things looking up as they bring
the eye skyward and make a dramatic statement. 

The addition of a Finial Cap visually connects the finial
to your rooftop. Good Directions’ pure copper finials and
caps are unsurpassed in style, quality, and durability.
Our finials come in a variety of designs to suit any 
architectural style.

Materials and Finishes
Our finials are made from copper with a brass stem. The steel
mounting rod features a weather-resistant, black powder-coated
finish.

Polished Copper

Copper will age naturally in the weather; first to a dark penny shade,
then to the familiar matte green patina in 10-20 years. Proximity to
water like lakes or oceans will accelerate this aging process. To
preserve the shine of the original polished copper and brass, apply
Incralac lacquer spray (see page 15). If the green patina is desired,
Good Directions can provide an all-natural recipe to achieve this
result more quickly. Just ask.

NOTE: The aging or oxidation process of metals like copper and brass 
is natural and protects the metal from corrosion. This process does not
compromise the integrity of the copper and brass.

Assembly and Mounting
Roof mounts for finials are sold separately and need to be selected
based on the desired placement and roof structure. Although
finials are traditionally mounted to rooftops or cupolas, we offer
other ways to display finials, including:

• Eave mounts

• Garden poles

• Indoor floor display

See page 15 for all our mounting options. Need advice? Call us at
732-356-7333. One of our knowledgeable Specialists would be 
happy to assist you in selecting the correct mounting hardware.

To mount a finial or weathervane to a cupola 30” square or 
larger, an extension rod will be needed.
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victoria©
742 - 27”h x 4.5”w
743 - 39”h x 7”w

finials & caps
fi
n
ia
ls

Finial measurements include brass stem.

lancelot©
701 - 24”h x 5”w

merlin©

703 - 28”h x 6”w

avalon©

700 - 13”h x 4”w

gawain©

707 - 28”h x 3”w
708 - 39”h x 6”w

guinevere©
704 - 34”h x 9”w

morgana©
713 - 28”h x 5”w
714 - 40”h x 7”w
715 - 53”h x 10”w

23

Design the finishing touch for your rooftop, turret or cupola.

aragon©

755 - 28”h x 3”w
756 - 40”h x 4”w

1 - Choose a finial



fin
ials

finials & caps

castle©

750 - 24”h x 4”w

fleur-de-lis©
739 - 27”h x 5”w x 9”l

single ball©
753 - 24”h x 4”w
754 - 36”h x 5.5”w

24

square finial cap
s10

10”l x 10”w x 9”h

round finial cap
s20

10”l x 10”w x 9”h

hexagon finial cap
s30

10”l x 10”w x 9”h

755-s10
s10 cap
755 finial

701-s10
s10 cap
701 finial

713-s20
s20 cap
713 finial

707-s20
s20 cap
707 finial

703-s30
s30 cap
703 finial

742-s30
s30 cap
703 finial

detail

2 - Choose one of our new finial caps.

3 - View a samping of the possibilities.




